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Strategic Environmental Assessment Interim Environmental Assessment
Other

Your comments
Please note that these Comments should be read in conjunction with the Representation
Document for Site KN050 submitted with this form.
Main Issue 10 – Housing Density
It is noted that in direct response to the increase in the HST identified in the SDP, the Council reconsidered
the densities of housing sites in order to address this increase. The LDP 2021 Newsletter (August 2018)
noted that ‘resolution is proposed that looks at the densities of new sites and provides a realistic assessment
of the numbers of homes that each site can provide’. However, from the MIR and Draft Proposed LDP
published, the approach has been to introduce a blanket density increase.
Many of the historic sites carried forward from the LDP 2017 have an increased housing density. However,
open space and amenity policies have remained largely unchanged. It is therefore questioned how historic
housing sites will be able to achieve a significant increase in density whilst at the same time complying with
all other policies contained within the plan and question whether all of the technical standards can be met
(e.g. appropriate number of access points).
It is not considered that increasing notional density requirements across the Authority area rather than
allocating more suitable sites is an appropriate approach to the delivery of new homes. This does not
acknowledge the need for a choice of housetypes across a range of locations, particularly in the context of
ensuring that sites are deliverable throughout the lifetime of the LDP.
The Proposed SDP sets a density of no less than 30 dwellings per hectare in SGAs. It is unclear how the
preferred option in the MIR aligns with the SDP policy on density and how each will be achieved. It is
important to note that any new densities cannot be retrofitted to existing sites, simply resulting in an increase
in the number of homes on that site to prevent the allocation of additional new homes through the LDP
review process.
The LDP approach to density should be flexible, particularly due to the varying nature of the authority area.
Ultimately in order to address the HLR – rather than introducing a simplified increased density approach –
additional sites are required to be allocated.
General
The MIR does not include specific HST or HLR information in respect of how the proposed allocations in the
LDP are to meet the LDP Allowances identified within the SDP. It is therefore not clear how these Allowances
have been calculated, or if an appropriate level of housing land has been identified for development within
the plan to meet the HLR or HST. It is submitted that the housing supply is a ‘Main Issue’ and should have
therefore been included within the MIR.
Given the completion and opening of the AWPR, it is considered that an updated landscape assessment
should be undertaken and Special Landscape Areas be re-assessed. We do not consider that no changes are
necessary to Policy E2: Landscape as the AWPR has undoubtedly had a significant impact on the landscape
characteristics of the area.
Draft Proposed LDP
It is unclear how the LDP Allowances have been considered in the preparation of the MIR, or if the required
level of housing land has been identified for development in order to meet the HLR. Fundamentally, however,

there continues to be significant uncertainty in respect of the Proposed SDP and the HST identified for the
plan period. Unresolved objections to the Proposed SDP have identified discrepancies with the approach
taken in respect of the HST and the deviation from the Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (HNDA)
information. Questions over the compliance of this approach with SPP have been raised. Furthermore – in
the context of the current economic recovery in the wake of the fall in oil price – the projected completions
identified in the 2016 Housing Land Audit are not reflective of the actual completions in recent years. The
development industry is calling for more ambitious housing targets to be set through the SDP, and the LDP
should reflect this aspirational approach to housing delivery
Whilst the Proposed SDP approach of an increased percentage differential between the Aberdeen Housing
Market Area (AHMA) and the Rural Housing Market Area (RHMA) to 80% / 20% is welcomed, it is noted that
unresolved objections seek to increase this split further still. It is questioned if – in the context of the
Aberdeen MIR having been published in March 2019, some four months after the Aberdeenshire MIR – the
Council have fully assessed the RHMA / AHMA split across the two local authority areas, and if the LDP
Allowances comply with the HST and HLR set within the SDP.
It is submitted that the split of circa. 60% / 40% as identified within the Draft Proposed LDP in the
Aberdeenshire part of the AHMA and the RHMA is not appropriate and should be increased. As noted within
the Draft Proposed LDP itself, sites within the Rural Housing Market Area (RHMA) have stalled considerably
in the past and the Council have sought to re-evaluate the approach and increased allocations within the
AHMA (MIR, Page 12). This approach is supported, and it has long been submitted that in order to ensure
the delivery of homes in places where people want to live that more housing land needs to be identified
within the AHMA. The requirement to allocate land in the most deliverable locations (i.e. the AHMA) is
particularly crucial in the context of the continuing economic recovery of the region.
In respect of the Draft Proposed LDP considerations of the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk SGA, the Council state
that the ‘there remain questions’ regarding the capacity and desirability of Stonehaven to accept additional
growth. Notwithstanding this statement, the MIR identifies new sites comprising a total of 455 units north
of the A92.
As has been maintained throughout previous LDP 2017 submission and the Call for Sites stage, the land at
Mains of Cowie provides an appropriate opportunity for housing development well contained by the landform
and infrastructure features. The A92 and railway line which lie to the north of the site provide urbanising
influences and sets the site within the development envelope of Stonehaven, separating the site from the
rural land to the north.
The proposed development at Mains of Cowie offers the opportunity to not only deliver housing, but also
much-needed food retail and a new primary school. This will ensure that the proposed development will
deliver facilities in line with additional housing and will alleviate concerns in respect of the capacity of the
town to absorb additional development. The Mains of Cowie site is deliverable in the short-term.
It is not the case that the rate of delivery is ‘unexpectedly slow’ at Chapelton as stated within the Draft
Proposed LDP. For many years submissions from the development industry have stated that this new
community would not deliver at the rate anticipated within previous LDPs. There are serious concerns that
by continuing to restrict development along the corridor throughout the plan period – as suggested through
the Draft Proposed LDP – and relying almost solely on the enabling development at Ury Estate to deliver new
housing for Stonehaven, the HLR within the southern SGA will fail to be met and housing pressures in
Stonehaven will continue to be exacerbated. This is particularly concerning in the context that the Ury sites
have either been allocated in the 2017 LDP and / or have planning permission but have yet to be consistently
delivered on site within the last plan period.
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INTRODUCTION

1. Scope and Content

3

1.3 The Site has been subject to a detailed landscape and
visual appraisal in accordance with recognised best practice
and policy, and is considered suitable to accommodate built
development, incorporating existing
landscape features andB9077
Drumoak
landscape mitigation measures where required.
9
A

• Is sustainable, accessible, and is located in an area of
strong market demand;
• Will comply with the principles of Scottish Planning Policy
with regards to promoting sustainable new growth and
increasing generosity and flexibility in the housing land
supply;
79

1.5 Furthermore, careful assessment of the opportunities
and constraints of the wider area has been undertaken,

B9

development plan reviews. The outcomes of the 2017
Examination of the now adopted Aberdeenshire LDP have
informed the indicative masterplan for the Site, which has
Kirkton of Durris
been the subject
of an iterative design process.

• Is deliverable within 5 years.
Portlethen
1.8 It is therefore respectfully requested that the Site be

allocated for mixed use development in the Proposed
Aberdeenshire LDP. Barton Willmore and SMH would welcome
the opportunity to discuss AWPR
these proposals further with the
Council.
Fastlink
Newtonhill
Netherley

79
B9

AWP
R

Lochton

Muchalls

0

57

A9

Bridge of
Muchalls
A9
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1.7 The Site is considered to be suitable and deliverable for
retail lead mixed use development, as it:

• Is effective and free of constraints; andHillside

1.4 The Site has been promoted
throughDurris
previous
77
B90

A9

1.6 The allocation of the Site for mixed use development would
assist the Council in meeting future housing requirements,
deliver a new primary school to alleviate existing concerns as
well as provide a much-needed site for retail.

0

1.2 This document sets out the full context of the Site and
the proposal, as supported by an indicative masterplan,
to demonstrate that the Site can accommodate an
appropriately scaled retail lead mixed use proposal that
will assist Aberdeenshire Council (the Council) in providing
suitable development within a strategically important growth
corridor.

and a detailed landscape and visual appraisal has informed
the proposals. The indicative masterplan, which is supplied
for illustrative purposes only, provides an indication as to the
location and form of development within the Site and also how
this would integrate with the settlement of Stonehaven and its
local context.

A9

1.1 This Representation has been prepared and submitted
by Barton Willmore, on behalf of Stewart Milne Homes (SMH)
in response to the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan
(LDP) 2021 Main Issues Report (MIR) which was published
for consultation in January 2019. This Representation relates
specifically to the land at Mains of Cowie, Stonehaven (MIR
Site Ref: KN050) and the proposed allocation for retail lead
mixed use development.

B9

A957

79

Mergie
0

A9

SITE

Enhanced grade
separated junction
as part of AWPR

Stonehaven

A9

2

Figure 1 LOCATION PLAN
0

A9
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INTRODUCTION

2. Planning Context
2.1 The current development plan for the Site comprises the
approved Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan
(SDP) (2014) and the adopted Aberdeenshire LDP (2017). Within
the SDP, Stonehaven is identified as being within one of the
three Strategic Growth Area (SGA), which form the main focus of
development within the period of the Plan. This approach has
been carried forward into the forthcoming Development Plan.
In the Proposed SDP (August 2018), Stonehaven continues to be
located within the SGA and the Aberdeenshire MIR (January
2019) states that the planning objectives for the town are:

• To help contribute to the overall sense of place in the
community.

current approach will result in a continuing decline in housebuilding
within the SGA, replicating the same issues created in previous plan
periods which took a protectionist view of Chapleton.
2.6 Development at Mains of Cowie, and the mix of uses proposed
will contribute to the sense of place by delivering a high quality
‘gateway’ to the town; will deliver housing on the ground early in the
plan period in order to meet housing need within this SGA; will not
only support but enhance local services and facilities; will preserve
the amenity of the settlement by locating development within
the defined boundaries of theA92 and railway; and will provide
opportunity for permanent employment in the supermarket and
primary school.
2.7 In order to help meet the objectives identified in the settlement
strategy (above), it is submitted that appropriate sites for new
development are required to be allocated in the LDP and that
allocating sites which will take many years to deliver and offer no
additional facilities will only serve to exacerbate the pressure and
demand for a range of housing and services in the town.

• To enhance the role of the settlement as a service centre.
• To meet housing need in the wider strategic growth
area as defined by the Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic
Development Plan.
• To support local services and facilities.

2.8 Slow delivery, or even non-delivery of sites will also have a
direct impact on the provision of affordable homes in the town.
This is identified as a concern for the local community within the
MIR (Stonehaven Settlement Statement). As acknowledged by the
Aberdeenshire Affordable Housing Forum, 75% of the affordable
housing delivered in Aberdeenshire is through the affordable
housing policy which highlights the vital contribution that the private
sector makes to the delivery of homes in the region. Should the LDP
continue to rely solely on historic sites – and with the uncertainty
surrounding the funding for affordable homes beyond 2021 – it is
failing to give due consideration to the opportunities for sustainable
growth in line with the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy (SPP).

• To preserve the amenity of the settlement.
• To provide opportunity for employment.
• To support community facilities and services.
• To improve existing leisure and recreation facilities
2.2 In the context of the progression of the Aberdeenshire LDP,
it is important to consider that the SDP is also under review and
the Proposed SDP was submitted to the Scottish Government
for Examination on 20 March 2019. There are a number of
unresolved objections to the Proposed SDP relating to the
identification of housing land and the delivery of sites which will
be subject to scrutiny by Scottish Government Reporters.

MIR SITE ASSESSMENT
2.9 With regard to the Council’s assessment of the Site in the
MIR (Site Ref: KN050), it is submitted that many of the conclusions
identified in the Council’s Site Assessment are not substantiated with
background information and furthermore contradict the outcomes
of the LDP 2017 Examination and consideration of the Site by the
Reporter through the previous appeal (Ref: PPA-110-2317).

2.3 Given the strategic importance of the southern growth

corridor, and the context of Stonehaven within this SGA, it is
questioned why the Council have maintained their approach
(carried forward from the last two LDPs) of relying almost solely
on land at Ury estate to deliver housing in Stonehaven.
2.4 It is unclear how the identified planning objectives for
Stonehaven as outlined above are to be achieved if the vast
majority of new development is to take place on land so far from
the town itself. The location is far removed from local services
and facilities and will adversely impact the amenity of the
settlement by virtue of extending the development envelope far
beyond the defined urban enclosure created by the A90, A92
and railway line.
2.5 Furthermore, all Stonehaven housing sites identified within
the MIR are under single ownership and therefore are highly
unlikely to be developed concurrently. This will further exacerbate
the slow down in delivery within this southern corridor. The

2.10 The Council’s site assessment states:

‘The proposed site is situated on a plateau on the eastern
periphery of Stonehaven, and would relate well physically, but due to
the topography the site does not relate well with the town’.
2.11

2.12 It is not clear how the Council consider the Site does relate
to the town as no further detail has been given. However, as
demonstrated within this Representation (Section 11), significant
landscape and visual assessment has been undertaken to inform
the proposed layout which demonstrates that enhanced structural
planting and the existing landform will ensure that development is
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successfully accommodated within the landscape. Furthermore,
detailed analysis has been undertaken to ensure the Site is
easily accessible to the town centre, that a sensitive approach
to built form has been followed by limiting development on
the elevated edge of the Site and that pedestrian and cycle
networks are enhanced.

benefit from the same relationship with Stonehaven either visually or
physically.

2.13 It should be noted that through the LDP 2017 Examination,
the Reporter confirmed that:

‘The topography would present some difficulties for providing
direct, easily accessible active travel routes between the site and
the town centre. The site is relatively prominent, but I consider the
representations made in support of this site adequately illustrate
that the development could be successfully accommodated
without necessarily giving rise to unacceptable effects upon
the landscape setting, visual amenity or character of the town,
and issues relating to movement would be capable of being
satisfactorily addressed’.
2.14

2.15 It is submitted that this is still the case. Additionally, further
landscape and visual assessment work has been undertaken
since the adoption of the 2017 LDP as demonstrated within this
Representation, and the ability of the development to successfully
assimilate within the local landform and areas of existing and
enhanced structural plating is clearly established.
2.16 It is refuted that the location of the Site on prime agricultural
land (Grade 3.1) is a constraint to development. Indeed, two of
the sites identified as ‘Officers preferred’ are also located on land
identified as Grade 3.1. Furthermore, this has not been raised as
a constraint to development in the Site Assessment for the 2016
MIR (Site KM043), through the LDP 2017 Report of Examination or
within the Reporters consideration of the previous appeal on the
Site (PPA-110-2317).
2.17 It is acknowledged that the Site is located within the South

East Coast Special Landscape Area (SLA), and this is considered
fully within Section 11 of this Representation. As confirmed
through the Reporters’ assessment of the Site within the LDP 2017
Examination, the design approach followed will ensure that the
proposed development can be accommodated on site without
creating an unacceptable landscape impact. The proposed
development has been considered in distinct landscape
character zones in order to demonstrate the successful delivery
of built form within a strong green infrastructure setting of
Stonehaven and the wider countryside. Fundamentally, it is
suggested that a full landscape assessment of the southern
SGA should be undertaken in the context of the newly opened
AWPR, given the considerable impact that this has had, on the
landscape character in this location.
2.18 It is questioned if the ‘Officers preferred’ sites at Ury Estate
are any ‘less sensitive’ given they are not afforded the same
level of containment as the Site at Mains of Cowie and do not

2.19 In regards to the proposed primary school on the Site, it is
confirmed that discussions have taken place with the Council’s
Learning Estates Team (albeit a number of years ago). Indeed the Site
was identified for education provision in the 2009 MIR. Nevertheless
they will presumably be consulted on the MIR and have input into
the preparation of the LDP. It is therefore considered – in the context
of the ongoing school capacity issues and the identification within
the MIR for the need to replace Dunnotter Primary School and
Mackie Academy – that the Site offers a real and deliverable option
for improved education facilities in the town. Given the majority of
the land identified as ‘Officers preferred’ sites within the MIR forms
enabling works to redevelop Ury House and that much of the land
already has planning permission, the level of financial contribution
likely to be raised from these sites toward education infrastructure
is questioned. The education provision identified as being required
within the Stonehaven Settlement Statement is therefore unlikely to
be addressed.
2.20 The assessment of the Site within the MIR itself recognises the
‘need for a supermarket’, however refers to the land adjacent to the
Slug Road which has Planning Permission in Principle (PPP) for food
retail use (Ref: APP/2015/3716). It should be noted that the Matters
Specified in Conditions (MSC) application submitted to the Council in
2017 has since been withdrawn (Ref: APP/2017/2972). Furthermore,
the PPP is due to expire in August 2019 and the MIR fails to identify
this site as land for retail use. The deliverability of this site for retail
use is therefore ambiguous and the fact that no occupier has been
identified is notable. Given that the MIR seeks to remove site OP5
(employment land) and does not explicitly identify any land for a
supermarket, it is clear that the existing demand for a supermarket
will go unmet unless an appropriate site is identified.
2.21 It is maintained that the delivery of a supermarket at Mains of
Cowie will lead to reduced journey lengths and times for food retail
provision, provide jobs and expenditure with Stonehaven and retain
shoppers within the town. It is maintained that the Site at Mains of
Cowie remains the most appropriate location for new food retail
provision in Stonehaven.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON THE MIR AND DRAFT PROPOSED
LDP
2.22 The MIR does not include specific Housing Supply Target
(HST) or Housing Land Requirement (HLR) information in respect
of how the proposed allocations in the MIR will meet the LDP
Allowances identified within the SDP. It is therefore not clear how
these Allowances have been considered in the preparation of the
MIR, or if the required level of housing land has been identified for
development in order to meet the HLR. Fundamentally, however, there
continues to be significant uncertainty in respect of the Proposed SDP
and the HST identified for the plan period. Unresolved objections to
the Proposed SDP have identified discrepancies with the approach
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taken in respect of the HST and the deviation from the Housing
Needs and Demand Assessment (HNDA) information. Questions
over the compliance of this approach with SPP have been raised.
Furthermore – in the context of the current economic recovery
in the wake of the fall in oil price – the projected completions
identified in the 2016 Housing Land Audit are not reflective of the
actual completions in recent years. The development industry is
calling for more ambitious housing targets to be set through the
SDP, and the LDP should reflect this aspirational approach to
housing delivery.
2.23 Whilst the Proposed SDP approach of an increased
percentage differential between the Aberdeen Housing Market
Area (AHMA) and the Rural Housing Market Area (RHMA) to 80%
/ 20% is welcomed, it is noted that unresolved objections seek to
increase this split further still. It is questioned if – in the context of
the Aberdeen MIR having been published in March 2019, some
four months after the Aberdeenshire MIR – the Council have fully
assessed the RHMA / AHMA split across the two local authority
areas, and if the LDP Allowances comply with the HST and HLR
set within the SDP.
2.24 These issues are to be considered through the Examination
of the Proposed SDP, however, the Council are urged to consider
how they could best address any changes in respect of the
housing land approach and the HMA splits, ensuring that
deliverable and marketable sites are identified in the LDP to allow
for early delivery of effective sites to stimulate the economic
recovery of the region.
2.25 It is submitted that the split of circa. 60% / 40% as identified
within the Draft Proposed LDP in the Aberdeenshire part of
the AHMA and the RHMA is not appropriate and should be
increased. As noted within the Draft Proposed LDP itself, sites
within the Rural Housing Market Area (RHMA) have stalled
considerably in the past and the Council have sought to reevaluate the approach and increased allocations within the
AHMA (MIR, Page 12). This approach is supported, and it has
long been submitted that in order to ensure the delivery of
homes in places where people want to live that more housing
land needs to be identified within the AHMA. The requirement
to allocate land in the most deliverable locations (i.e. the AHMA)
is particularly crucial in the context of the continuing economic
recovery of the region.
2.26 Evidence has continually identified that sites within the
RHMA are constrained and are not being delivered. The SDP
Housing Methodology Paper identifies that 45% of the identified
housing supply within the RHMA is constrained and that 67%
of these identified sites have a marketability issue. This is a
clear indication that there are delivery issue with sites within the
RHMA given the lack of demand within these locations. In order
to ensure that there is a continual delivery of effective housing
sites throughout the lifetime of the Plan, more deliverable sites in
marketable locations should be allocated for development.

2.27 In respect of the Draft Proposed LDP considerations of
the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk SGA, the Council state that the
‘there remain questions’ regarding the capacity and desirability
of the town to accept additional growth. Notwithstanding this
statement, the MIR identifies new sites comprising a total of 455
units north of the A90.
2.28 As has been maintained throughout previous LDP 2017
submission and the Call for Sites stage – the land at Mains
of Cowie provides an appropriate opportunity for housing
development well contained by the landform and infrastructure
features. The A90 / A92 and railway line which lie to the north of
the Site provide urbanising influences and sets the Site within the
development envelope of Stonehaven, separating the Site from
the rural land to the north.
2.29 Furthermore, the proposed development at Mains of Cowie
offers the opportunity to not only deliver housing, but also muchneeded food retail and a new primary school. This will ensure
that the proposed development will deliver facilities in line with
additional housing and will alleviate concerns in respect of the
capacity of the town to absorb additional development.
2.30 It is not the case that the rate of delivery is ‘unexpectedly
slow’ at Chapelton as stated within the Draft Proposed LDP.
For many years submissions from the development industry
have stated that this new community would not deliver at
the rate anticipated within previous LDPs. There are serious
concerns that by continuing to restrict development along the
corridor throughout the plan period – as suggested through
the Draft Proposed LDP – and relying almost solely on the
enabling development at Ury Estate to deliver new housing
for Stonehaven, the HLR within the southern SGA will fail to be
met and housing pressures in Stonehaven will continue to be
exacerbated. This is particularly concerning in the context that
the Ury sites have either been allocated in the 2017 LDP and
/ or have planning permission but have yet to be consistently
delivered on site within the last plan period.
2.31 The development at Mains of Cowie remains the logical
choice for the sustainable growth of Stonehaven. The proposed
development offers the opportunity to deliver a high quality,
mixed use development in an appropriate and sustainable
location. The position of the site adjacent to the railway line and
A90 / A92 within close proximity to the AWPR provides visual
containment and the strong landscape strategy to be adopted
will ensure that built form is accommodated within the Site.
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3. The Changing Context Around Stonehaven
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT
3.1 The final section of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route (AWPR) opened in February 2019, and this has
significantly changed the physical and economic context
for Stonehaven, as well as the potential for retail lead
mixed use development at Mains of Cowie.
3.2 The AWPR is a major infrastructure development on

the outskirts of Aberdeen, the primary route of which is
designated as part of the A90 road, with the older road
of the same name between Stonehaven and Blackdog
becoming part of the A92. Stonehaven becomes a
key node along this route and effectively becomes its
southern gateway.
3.3 It is anticipated that the AWPR project will bring
substantial benefits to the whole of the north east of
Scotland, primarily boosting the economy by generating
income through increased sales and reduced costs.
“This economic impact is expected to bring over £6
billion to the area, as well as 14,000 jobs over the next
three decades. Additionally, new business investment is
anticipated to bring in £105 million and 600 jobs in that
period.”

3.4 Furthermore it is expected that these economic
benefits combined with significantly improved transport
provision will expand the labour catchment, and attracting
more people to work and live in the north east, primarily
around areas on the periphery of the city, which are now
much more accessible.

LAND-USE PLANNING
3.5 Given the infrastructure investment here, there will
undoubtedly be increased development pressure in close
proximity to the AWPR. In fact, investment in infrastructure
is seen as a key driver to facilitate sustainable economic
development which is crucially supported by high quality
housing in the most appropriate locations. Mains of
Cowie remains such a location. It is well connected
and accessible to Aberdeenshire as well as its town
centre. It is well contained by the existing railway line
and A92 and provides the opportunity to deliver mixed
use development that, through good quality design and
landscape, can mitigate any potential visual impact given
its elevated location.

Recent Infrastructure Development
The Site
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Cowie House
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Mains of Cowie

Cowie
Stonehaven
Leisure Centre

Mineralwell Park
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Park
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INTRODUCTION

4. A Three Part Vision
DELIVERING A NEW
NORTHERN GATEWAY

DELIVERING DEVELOPMENT
THAT WILL FORM PART OF
STONEHAVEN

4.1 Mains of Cowie offers
the opportunity to establish
a new Northern Gateway
to the town. The new grade
separated junction, located
approximately 200m north
of the Site, connects the Site
with the A90 (AWPR) and
will undoubtedly bring both
development pressure and
significant opportunities.

4.3 Mains of Cowie’s close
proximity to the coast is a
significant consideration and
one that has driven many
elements of the proposals. It
means that the Site genuinely
feels part of Stonehaven. The
opportunity for direct views of
the coast, the north sea and
also the town centre mean that
the Site is well connected and
relates well to the town.

4.2 In a physical sense, Mains
of Cowie can support this
by providing a high quality
development in the form of a
superstore, homes, landscaping
and community uses.

4.4 In addition to this, the form
and design of development
will reflect the characteristics
of Stonehaven and east coast
settlements and the main
aspects of a high quality of life
associated with the town.

DELIVERING SUSTAINABLE
GROWTH WITHIN THE A92
AND RAILWAY LINE
4.5 Mains of Cowie can
accommodate the sustainable
growth of the town.
4.6 Furthermore, mixed use
development at Mains of
Cowie, which includes homes,
retail, education and community
uses, will also be in close
proximity to the town centre,
leisure facilities, schools, parks,
the core path network and the
coast.
4.7 Significantly, the Site would
deliver a much needed retail
superstore which would help
address the high volume of
consumer spend that leaves
the town at present. It offers
the people of Stonehaven
a choice for a much more
sustainable pattern of travel .

A90

2
A9

Historic
18th Century Growth
Recent Suburban Growth

Figure 2 PLANNED SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
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5. Site Location and Description
SITE LOCATION
5.1 Stonehaven lies approximately 20km south of Aberdeen.
Journey times to and around Aberdeen have recently been
improved following construction of the AWPR which opened
in February 2019.
5.2 Stonehaven is well connected by road and rail. The town
is bounded by the A90, its northern most junction is located
within 100m of the Site. The A92 provides direct access
to Aberdeen (20km) to the north and the central belt via
Dundee (80km) to the south. Trains connect Stonehaven to
Aberdeen, Dundee and beyond.
5.3 The southern edge of the Site is located just 300m from
Stonehaven town centre.

SITE CONTEXT

5.5 A modern residential area lies to the west of the B979,
on the site of the former Glenury Distillery. The A92 and
newly constructed A90 and grade separated junction for
the AWPR sit to the north of the Site.
5.6 To the south of the Site and adjacent to the village of
Cowie are a number of popular leisure and tourism facilities
that include parks, leisure centre, skate park and an outdoor
swimming pool.

SITE DESCRIPTION
5.7 The Site is comprised of a number of agricultural fields
extending to approximately 34 Ha in size. The majority
of the centre of the Site is currently in arable use while
the southern and western sloped fields provide land for
pasture.

AWPR
A90

5.4 The Site occupies an area of raised ground that lies
adjacent to the fishing village of Cowie. It is roughly triangular
in shape and bounded to the west by the B979, the north

by the East Coast main railway line and the south by an
unclassified road (The Old Golf Course Road). The Site is
adjacent to Cowie House at its south eastern edge while
Mains of Cowie Farmhouse is incorporated within its area.

A92
Ury Estate
(under construction)

Cowie House

B979

Mains of Cowie

Cowie
Stonehaven
Leisure Centre

Mineralwell Park

Baird
Park
Restaurants / Cafes
Tennis Club /
Bowling Club

Town Centre

Figure 3 SITE BOUNDARY
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6. Local Facilities and Amenities
6.1 Mains of Cowie benefits greatly from being part of the
town, located within the A90 and in close proximity to the
town centre and alongside established amenities. It sits within
an easy 10-15 minute walk of a wide range of local facilities. In
this sense, the Site is inherently sustainable.

EASY ACCESS TO LOCAL FACILITIES
6.2 Figures 4 set out those numerous local services which lie
within walking distance of the Site as well as those which fall
a little farther away but remain easily accessible. The diagram
also demonstrates the walking / cycling distances / times
from the furthest edge of the Mains of Cowie development
area to the town centre and other key facilities by using
proposed and existing foot / cycle paths.
6.3 By means of comparison, the diagram also highlights the
relative walking / cycling distances from the ‘most accessible’
southern parts of the Mains of Ury development. An
accessible route, and an alternative route has been provided
for both. These times are broadly comparable in terms of
access to Mackie Academy and the Railway Station, while
accessibility times to the town centre are approximately half
that for Mains of Cowie. For clarity, foot / cycle paths up to
and around the Mains of Cowie Site will be no greater than
1:20 gradients.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
6.9 The Site is well connected to local facilities, services and
employment opportunities throughout Stonehaven via an
established network of bus services. It is also possible to quickly
and conveniently travel to a number of major settlements
throughout the north-east of Scotland via mainline rail and
regional coach services.

Local Bus Services
6.10 There are a number of bus services which pass the Site on
the B979 Glenury Road and Old Golf Course Road (Cowie) with
local services operated by Stagecoach and MW Nicoll. A bus
stop is located on the B979 Glenury Road providing transport
heading north from the town. This is a formal stop with shelter
and timetable information for passengers. Stagecoach service
108 provides a town service circular for Stonehaven. This is
picked up from a nearby stop at Mineralwell View.

Regional Coach Services
6.11 At present there are 14 bus services which run through
Stonehaven. Major cities throughout Scotland are connected
directly by Scottish Citylink, while Stagecoach Bluebird connects
major settlements throughout Aberdeenshire.

Train Services

WIDER FACILITIES ACROSS THE TOWN
6.4 The wider settlement of Stonehaven is very well served

by facilities, all of which are within reach by bicycle or public
transport.
Education
6.5 There are three primary schools in Stonehaven; Mill
O’Forest School, Arduthie School and Dunnottar School. These
schools are all within 2km of the Site.
6.6 For secondary schools, the Site is located within the
catchment of Mackie Academy, which is around 1km away.

Employment
6.7 Spurryhillock Industrial Estate is located approximately
2km south west of the Site and is a significant employer in the
area. The town centre is also a source of retail employment
within a short walking distance of the Site.

Sports and Leisure
6.8 There are a wide range of leisure and recreation facilities
in Stonehaven, including a golf course, various parks and
football fields, the most significant of which is Mineralwell Park,
located just 150m from the Site.
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6.12 Stonehaven Train Station is located less than 2km south
west of the Site on Arduthie Road providing frequent services to
the surrounding major urban areas as well as those connected
via the east coast mainline.
6.13 Stonehaven Station accommodates up to 100 official and
20 unofficial parking spaces with 3 accessible spaces. Secure
sheltered cycle storage facilities are provided at the station
providing an attractive incentive to encourage trips to and from
the station by bicycle. Bus stops are provided in the vicinity of
the station on Arduthie Road providing access to several local
bus services; including many servicing the Site.
6.14 East Coast and First ScotRail operate regular rail services
from Stonehaven to Edinburgh and Aberdeen, Dundee, Glasgow
and London. The Stonehaven – Aberdeen service operates
with a peak frequency of every 30 minutes on weekdays in the
AM peak. Peak PM services operate approximately every 45
minutes.
6.15 The Site’s location in relation to the nearby Railway Station
will provide excellent opportunity for future residents to access
employment opportunities provided in Aberdeen by rail. The
Railway Station is located within a 20 minute walk of the Site
(approximately a 10 minute cycle). It is therefore considered that
rail services will offer an attractive alternative to the car when
accessing Aberdeen and the surrounding areas.

ASSESSMENT

Figure 4 FACILITIES AND AMENITIES PLAN

Campsite

Restaurant / Cafe

GP Surgery

Accessible Walking Routes

Outdoor Pool

Primary School

Industrial Estate

Alternative Walking Routes

Park

Secondary School

Town Centre

Community Centre

Dentist

Railway Line

Skate Park

Pharmacy

Railway Station
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7. Site Opportunities and Constraints
7.1 A review has been made of Site opportunities and
constraints based on surveys and a desktop investigation
of published information. Particular account has been
taken of the natural site context in the review of the
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (October 2017).

TOPOGRAPHY
7.2 The topography surrounding the Site forms a backdrop
to the coast and shoreline and rises from the sea level up
to 25 metres AOD at the southeastern corner of the Site.
7.3 From the initial steep-sided western and southern
slopes of the Site, the land rises gently north-eastward
up to 30 metres AOD before rising steeply once more to a
height of 50 metres AOD adjacent to the railway line.

ACCESS AND CIRCULATION
7.4 The Site is currently accessed to the south by the
Mains of Cowie access road. There is a farm track which
runs between Mains of Cowie and Cowie House in the
southern part of the Site.

SOUTH EAST ABERDEENSHIRE COAST SPECIAL LANDSCAPE
AREA
7.7 Policy E2 Landscape states that development that causes
unacceptable effects on key natural landscape elements,
historic features or the “composition or quality of the landscape
character”. The policy states that development should not
significantly erode the characteristics of landscapes as defined in
the SNH Landscape Character Assessments or that have been
identified as Special Landscape Areas (SLA) of local importance.
Supplementary Guidance 9 sets out the boundaries and
qualifying criteria of the ten Aberdeenshire SLAs against which
development will be assessed.
7.8 The Site falls within the South East Aberdeenshire Coast SLA,
which extends from Aberdeen City in the north to the mouth of
the North Esk in the south, and predominantly follows the railway
line as a narrow, continuous strip including areas with strong
coastal influence.
7.9 With respect to the eight aspects and features of the
landscape that are considered worthy of recognition through the
SLA designation, the “qualifying criteria”are:

7.5 There are no Public Rights of Way (PRoW) through
the Site. However, there is a coastal PRoW which runs
parallel to the southern boundary, less than 200m from
the Site. A further PRoW connects this path to Mineralwell
Park and beyond along the banks of the River Cowie.
The Council’s Core Paths Plan also identifies a number of
other paths forming a more comprehensive wider path
network within the vicinity of the Site.

AWPR
7.6 The AWPR project delivered the A90, which is located
approximately 200m north of the Site boundary, just
300m from the Site’s proposed northern access point on
the B979. This has significantly improved the regional road
network, providing fast and efficient connections with
Aberdeen City and Shire.

• The Site is located on one of the “raised beach landforms”
that provide the setting for Stonehaven, set beyond the
“rugged and intricate scenery of weathered coastal cliffs”
that are characteristic of most of the SLA.
• The Site is set within the topgoraphically defined setting of
Stonehaven, contained by the rising hills including Black Hill
and the Hill of Megray, and by existing built development to
the south and west, and does not form part of the “wider
setting of larger settlements, including... Stonehaven, framed
by rising cliffs on either side”
• Development of the Site would not affect the prominence or
setting of the “Stonehaven War Memorial” landmark.
7.10 The methodology applied in defining the SLA boundaries,
the Local Landsape Designation Review (LLDR), states that
areas of “lower merit” were included when identifying physical
boundaries to define the SLA; and the Guidance for Local
Landscape Designations (GLLD) acknowledges that there are
particular challenges when selecting boundaries close to or
within the envelope of settlements.
7.11 Overall, the Site is not representative of the key
characteristics of the SLA, and has poor consistency with the
characteristics identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
of Landscape Unit 34: Kincardine Cliffs that underpinned
the SLA LLDR evaluation. Therefore, the Site is considered to
have capacity for sensitive development without eroding the
characteristics of the local landscape or SLA.
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A90

A92

50m

50m

30m

30m

25m
25m

B979

25m

5m

Figure 5 OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

*
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Site Boundary

Core Path

Listed Building

Wider Path Network

Scheduled Ancient Monument

Potential Points Of Access

Existing Watercourse

Special Landscape Area
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VIEWS

ECOLOGY

7.12 One of the most striking features and greatest
opportunities of the Site are the views that are afforded
out to sea, along the coast and over the town.

7.19 The Site is overall of very low ecological interest with
intensive farming, both arable cultivation and intensive grazing
by sheep. The lack of habitat diversity and levels of exposure
on higher ground to sea winds all serving to reduce habitat and
species diversity. No rare or uncommon plants are present, nor
any species cited on the Scottish biodiversity list. Birds seen
comprise common species typical of the habitats present but
present in very low numbers over much of the area. No protected
mammals are present on Site with the probable exception of
bats. While the core of the Site, open, exposed and with very
little suitable foraging habitat, is likely to be unattractive to bats,
peripheral habitats where scrub and trees are present may be
more attractive.

7.13 These views embody many of the characteristics
of what make Stonehaven special. Indeed, large parts
of the town have been orientated and planned to take
advantage of these types of view.
7.14 Development proposals at Mains of Cowie should
seek to take advantage of these views at every
opportunity.

BUILT HERITAGE
7.15 The surrounding area includes numerous historic

features. Scheduled Monuments within the vicinity of the
Site include the remains of the Castle of Cowie, which
are situated on the cliff top at the eastern edge of the
field south-east of the Site, approximately 300m to the
east of the Site; and the remains of St Mary’s Church /
Cowie Chapel which is both a Scheduled Monument and
Category B Listed Building, situated on the cliff top on the
southern edge of Stonehaven Golf Club, approximately
150m to the east of the Site.
7.16 Within the Site lies the Listed Building of Mains of
Cowie farmhouse and steading (Category C). Located
outwith the Site, Cowie House is also a Listed Building
(Category B) and the associated enclosure walls and
north-eastern gateway features are Category C Listed.
The two Category C (s) Listed Buildings on the Site will be
retained and protected and the setting to Cowie House
(Category B) and associated boundary walls will be
preserved.
7.17 Proposals seek to respect the visibility of the Site and

through careful consideration of the scale, massing and
orientation of the development it is considered that there
would be no adverse effects on the Scheduled Ancient
Monuments in close proximity to the Site.

7.20 Where possible green corridors and ditches will be retained.
Where existing features are affected, the development proposals
will seek to minimise the impact and also provide alternative
opportunities for habitats within the green space network.

HYDROLOGY
7.21 There is no historical evidence of flooding problems on
the Mains of Cowie Site. SEPA flood maps confirm that the
main development Site and proposed road and junction area
is not at risk of flooding from coastal or river sources. The main
development area is situated on relatively high ground, and
consequently, it is unlikely that flooding from coastal or river
sources will pose any issues. Notwithstanding this, the Site is
in a unique position of being able to help mitigate the existing
flooding problems recently experienced in Stonehaven. The
nature of the Site allows the inclusion of flood attenuation
features, which would slow the rate of surface water run-off
from the Site, thereby helping to alleviate the existing flooding
problems recently experienced in the vicinity.
7.22 The Site drainage design includes several features such as
permeable paving, swales, wetlands and ponds to unsure the
Site integrates the existing watercourses in a sustainable manner,
and is consistent with the aims of sustainable urban drainage
system (SuDS) guidance.

NATURAL HERITAGE
7.18 The Site is located within 200m north of Garron
Point, a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Garron
Point is a rocky coastal promontory with cliffs and coastal
grassland, it is considered that the proposed development
would have no adverse effects on the SSSI.
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Stonehaven

Approximate extent of the Site

PHOTOGRAPH AND REFERENCES CORRECT AS OF APRIL 2016

Figure 6 VIEW FROM THE WAR MEMORIAL LOOKING TOWARD SITE
Approximate extent of the Site
B979
Stonehaven

AWPR construction site

The Site (not visible)

PHOTOGRAPH AND REFERENCES CORRECT AS OF APRIL 2016

Figure 7 VIEW FROM AWPR IN THE VICINITY OF THE PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY AT FORESTER'S CROFT
Approximate extent of the Site
The Site (not visible)

Approximate location of the Retail Store

A90

B979

B979

AWPR construction site access

PHOTOGRAPH AND REFERENCES CORRECT AS OF APRIL 2016

Figure 8 VIEW FROM AWPR AT THE EXISTING A90 / B979 JUNCTION
Approximate extent of the Site
Cowie House

A90
Mains of Cowie

Stonehaven

B979

PHOTOGRAPH AND REFERENCES CORRECT AS OF APRIL 2016

Figure 9 VIEW FROM B979 NETHERLEY ROAD
Approximate extent of the Site
AWPR construction site

War Memorial on Black Hill

Mains of Cowie

A90

B979

PHOTOGRAPH AND REFERENCES CORRECT AS OF APRIL 2016

Figure 10 VIEW FROM B979 NETHERLEY ROAD
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LANDSCAPE
Summary of Site Character

Landscape and Visual Opportunities and Constraints/Development Principles

7.23 The character of the Site is currently
undeveloped, albeit it is set in the immediate
context of residential development to the west,
in the vicinity of Glenury Road; and development
extending along the coastal plain to the south, in
Cowie, in addition to the influence of the wider
urban area of Stonehaven to the west and southwest. In addition to these urbanising influences,
the north of the Site is subject to the influence
of the railway line, the A90 (AWPR) and the A92.
These significant infrastructure features divide the
Site from the rural landscape further north and
result in the Site having less of a rural character.
Further urbanising influences are evident to the
north-east in the form of a communications mast
and associated infrastructure, as well as the built
form, roadways, parking and activity associated
with Stonehaven Golf Club to the north-east.

7.26 Key landscape and visual opportunities/constraints and
development principles for the Site include the following:

7.24 The Site is provided with a degree of
containment by landform to the north, and by
woodland associated with Cowie House. The
Site is also subject to the estate influence of
Cowie House, in the form of the walled enclosure
of the woodland associated with this property,
which forms a distinctive field boundary feature.
The boundaries forming the field pattern across
the Site are however, otherwise poorly defined as
a result of weak or absent hedgerow structure.
7.25 Figure 12 illustrates the development potential

of the Site. This divides the opportunities and
constraints for development (in landscape and
visual terms) in the following manner:
• Areas of high landscape/visual constraint:
suitable for open space and/or mitigation.
• Areas of moderate landscape/visual
constraint: suitable for development that
includes retention and reinforcement of
existing landscape framework to create a
sympathetic development edge and respond
to local landscape and townscape character.

• Provide a positive, locally characteristic structural landscape setting
to built form within the Proposed Development.
• Retain the undeveloped character of the existing slopes forming the
southern and western edges of the Site to respect and emphasise
the characteristically stepped topography and maintain relatively
distinct character of the settlement of Cowie.
• Sensitive approach to development of built form on the more
elevated northern edge of the Site, avoiding development in the
most visually prominent parts of the Site and limiting built form in the
north-western area of the Site to two storeys, set within structural
landscaping.
• Responsiveness of road and built form alignments to contours, to
assimilate the Proposed Development into variations in topography,
rather than cut across it, as the railway and A92 currently do, to the
north of the Site.
• Extension of wooded character of the curtilage of Cowie House, as
a basis for sensitively arranged structural planting across the upper
parts of the Site.
• Use of clumps of planting, rather than linear belts of woodland, along
the elevated northern edge of the Site, to provide a varied structure
and accentuate variations in landform, rather than reinforce the linear
dominance of the railway line.
• Sensitive transition in character along the south-eastern edge of the
Site from a predominantly urban character to the south-west, with
positive frontage of built form; to a more estate woodland character
to the north-east, with built form set discreetly within woodland
bounded by estate walls, also serving to minimise the influence of
additional built form in the Valued View south-west from Stonehaven
Golf Course.
• Retain Mains of Cowie buildings as a prominent and locally
characteristic gateway feature on the southern edge of the Site, with
landscaping and adjacent built forms providing a positive setting to
the historic building cluster.
• Provide reinforced landscape gateway flanking B979 on arrival from
A92 and A90 (AWPR) to the north.

• Areas of low landscape/visual constraint:
suitable for higher density development that
retains and enhances the existing landscape
framework, where possible.
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Figure 11 LANDSCAPE OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

Site Boundary
Low Landscape/Visual Constraint
Moderate Landscape/Visual Constraint
High Landscape/Visual Constraint

**

Special Landscape Area

Views from the Site

Rights of Ways Claimed

Views towards the Site

Core Paths

Proposed Green Corridors

Listed Buildings

Proposed Woodland

Scheduled Ancient Monuments

Reinforce Existing Vegetation
Existing drainage channel with
vegetation
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8. Indicative Masterplan
8.1 An indicative masterplan has been prepared for the
Site (Figure 13). This has been informed by the development
parameters set out in subsequent sections of this Masterplan
Report.
8.2 The indicative masterplan is for illustrative purposes only.
It seeks to demonstrate that a careful and well considered
approach to layout and landscape design can deliver a high
quality place as well as mitigate against visual impact.

8.3 This is supported by the comments provided by the
Reporter in that while the Site is relatively prominent, the
approach represented below and in the following sections
adequately illustrate that the development could be
successfully accommodated without necessarily giving rise
to unacceptable effects upon the landscape setting, visual
amenity, or character of the town.

Retail Unit up to 4000 Sq M

Tree belts on slopes
soften the skyline

School in the
heart of new
community

Grid street pattern
on plateau

Elevated / positive
frontages overlooking
town

Generous landscaped slope
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Path network to take advantage of
southerly aspect and views

Listed House in Mature Trees

‘Estate planting’ extended east and
providing visual buffer to Cowie Village

Built form set back from
Site edge to avoid any
potential overlooking
Play areas

Listed Cowie Farmhouse retained

Elevated / positive frontage overlooking seafront

Figure 13 INDICATIVEMASTERPLAN
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9. Land Use and Amount
LAND USE

Retail Superstore and Petrol Filling Station

9.1 A mixture of uses are proposed for the Site:

9.8 The proposed development includes 1.35 Ha of land
set aside for a new superstore and associated petrol filling
station. This is sufficient to accommodate a retail unit of
up to 4000 Sq M (gross) along with related parking and
landscaping.

• Up to 250 Residential Units;
• Community Facilities;
• Land for a Primary School;

Primary School

• A Retail Superstore and Petrol Filling Station;

9.9 A development of the size envisaged will require
additional capacity for primary school age children.

• Related Infrastructure, Access and Landscaping.
9.2 The distribution of the land uses and the relationship

between them is shown in Figure 14.
Residential Mix and Tenure
9.3 The proposed development comprises residential use,
delivering up to 250 dwellings with an indicative mix of
house types and sizes as follows:

• Detached / semi detached houses 75%
• Affordable detached / semi detached / terraced houses
25%
9.4 This indicative mix has been generated in response to

local demand and identified affordable housing need.
9.5 The mix will vary throughout the development in
response to the character and urban form principles, as well
as the hierarchy of street types.
9.6 The development has the potential to deliver up to 63
affordable housing units, which are possible to be delivered
within a range of tenure. Both the amount and tenure mix will
be agreed following further negotiations with the Council.
9.7 The proposed development will achieve on average net
residential density of approximately 25 dwellings per hectare
(dph). Some localised variation will be required in order to
create variety in character.

9.10 Land for a single stream primary school of approximately
1.3 ha could be provided at the centre of the new
community. A school of this size is sufficient to accommodate
approximately 210 pupils which will cater for the proposed
Site as well as relieve pressure on existing primary schools
that are currently at or close to capacity.

Community Uses
9.11 The development proposal includes the potential for
the conversion of the Category C listed Mains of Cowie
farmhouse and associated steading buildings for the benefit
of the local community and the wider town.
9.12 The farmhouse complex is located in a prominent
position alongside the southern access road and set
within an area proposed to be high quality local parkland.
This development proposal presents an ideal opportunity
to enable refurbishment and redevelopment of the listed
structures in order to ensure their ongoing use.

Public Open Space
9.13 Proposed open space takes the form of the following:

• Three community play areas;
• Neighbourhood green spaces including a significant area
given over to linear parks along the Site’s ‘green edges’;
• Community woodland areas; and,
• Grassland fields to the north of the Site, along the rail
line.
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*

*
*

Figure 14 LAND USE PARAMETERS PLAN

Retail and Petrol Filling Station
Residential
School and Associated Facilities
Community
Infrastructure

*

Public Open Space
Play Area
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10. Access and Movement
10.1 The access and movement strategy for the Site has
been developed in line with current national guidance and
design policy such as that set out in Designing Streets. A
summary of the key design parameters are set out here.

STREET HIERARCHY
10.2 The street hierarchy is arranged to create an individual

sense of place and distinguish between different character
areas across the Site.
10.3 The street hierarchy is arranged as follows:

PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE ACCESS
10.9 Pedestrian & cycle access is proposed from a series
of points around the western and southern boundaries, as
illustrated in Figure 15. The precise points and nature of these
access points have been determined by :

• a landscape response to the steep landform around the
town-centre and sea-front facing edges.
• the proximity of existing Core Paths along the sea-front
and the River Cowie.
• the location of nearby bus stops.

• Access / Main Street
• Secondary Street
• Shared Streets
• Private Driveways / Lanes
10.4 The Access / Main Street is the principal vehicular and
pedestrian route through the Site. These routes deliver barrier
free access with the roads not exceeding a gradient of 1:20.
10.5 From the Access / Main Street a series of Secondary
Streets provide the means of circulation throughout each
of the different neighbourhood areas. These streets do not
exceed a gradient of 1:12.
10.6 For the residential areas, Shared Streets are proposed
in order to encourage pedestrian use in key areas of
movement, while Private Drives / Lanes are generally located
around the periphery of the Site, in order to allow small
clusters of houses to positively address open space and
present an attractive edge to the development.
10.7 The Retail Superstore and Petrol Fillng Station will be
accessed off the Main Street toward to the north west of the
Site.

VEHICULAR ACCESS
10.8 As illustrated by Figure 15, vehicular access is proposed
from two points; the B979 to the north west of the Site, and
from the Old Golf Course Road to the south of the Site.

10.10 It is envisaged that the Site will contribute towards a coordinated programme of investment in high quality pedestrian
crossings for the B979 and Old Golf Course Road, while
existing footpaths will be upgraded where necessary in
order to ensure a safe and practical route is achievable from
the Site into the town centre and vice versa.
10.11 Wherever practical and whilst ensuring security by
layout design, pedestrian routes and links will also be
provided through Public Open Space within the Site.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
10.12 Pedestrian routes within the Site and pedestrian
access off the B979 will aid pedestrian access to existing bus
services within close proximity to the Site.
10.13 The Access / Main Street will be designed to facilitate a
bus route through the centre of the Site, allowing convenient
access to the residential areas, as well as to the school and
other community facilities.

VEHICULAR NETWORK
10.14 The vehicular network has specific design criteria. A
key aspect of the vehicle network is to achieve a maximum
design speed of 20mph (32kph) on the Access / Main Street
and Secondary Streets and further reductions in speed
on Shared Streets and Private Drives / Lanes as a result of
design led traffic calming techniques.
10.15 The primary method of traffic calming will be a
combination of hard and soft landscape treatments.
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Figure 15 ACCESS PARAMETERS PLAN

Development Envelope
Access / Main Street
Secondary Street
Shared Streets
Private Drive / Lane
Indicative Pedestrian Routes
Pedestrian Gateway
Existing Core Path
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11. Landscape Strategy
11.1 The Site is identified within the
South East Aberdeenshire Coast SLA.
Developments within this SLA are required
to retain the character of the coastal
area and respect and complement the
coastal character. Extensive LVA work has
been undertaken to inform the proposed
development Site and this has informed
a landscape and planting strategy for
the Site that helps form strong character
areas, enhance the green network, and
integrate the Site within the settlement.
The landscape approach to be adopted
will ensure that there will be no adverse
impact on the characteristics of the SLA.
11.2 The landscape strategy shows how a
character zone approach to the structural
landscape would assist in positively
assimilating built form into the landscape.
11.3 Proposed areas of structural

landscape reinforce and extend from the
existing network green infrastructure to
provide a robust setting to built form and
landscape and ecological connectivity
across and around the Site and with the
wider countryside.
11.4 Key ovearching objectives of the

landscape strategy include:
• Assimilate the proposed built
development areas within the local
landform and areas of retained
and new strategic planting, which
would be introduced to reinforce and
strengthen the landscape framework
of the Site;
• To provide a variety of open space
including both formal and informal
recreational opportunities, and
linking with a wider green network
across the Site and with the wider
countryside;
• Create a locally distinctive and
characteristic sense of place and
visual appeal through the quality and
variety of strategic landscape design;
and
• Provide positive landscape and
biodiversity management to both
existing landscape features and
proposed open spaces and new
planting.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ZONES
1. Plateau Slopes: Predominantly open wildflower grassland with scrub pockets
and sparse canopy trees to provide structural diversity.

• Managed for biodiversity.
• Accessible, semi-natural public open space with pedestrian and cycle
paths in addition to steps extending street pattern to connect with
accessible gradient paths.
• Broad, open views over coastline.
2. Northern Slopes: Predominantly open wildflower grassland with clumps of
native canopy trees.

• Tree clumps arranged to accentuate landform and avoid reinforcing the
linear pattern of the railway cutting across the landform.
• Enhanced public access, with footpaths providing links to the town centre
to the south-west and connections to the existing footpaths in wider
landscape, in the vicinity of golf course and chapel to the east.
• Extensive panoramic views over coastline.
• Indicative species: pine, oak, beech
3. Woodland Slopes: Dense native species woodland, extending landscape
structure of Cowie House across slopes to west.

• Development responds to existing contours and is assimilated by planting.
• Reinforces structural landscape gateway from AWPR.
4. Plateau Edge - Coastal Frontages: Relatively low density local vernacular built
form, providing positive, characteristic frontage to plateau edge.

• Canopy trees provide softening of built form but allow broad views over
coastline.
5. Plateau Edge – Estate: Positive rear façades of local vernacular built form, set
beyond line of native canopy trees and existing estate wall.

• Transition from residential character to estate woodland of Cowie House,
including clump of canopy trees adjoining existing woodland.
• Structural vegetation and setback create an enclosed edge to
development, curtailing intervisibility between the proposed properties and
Cowie Village.
• Indicative species: pine, beech, oak, sycamore.
6. Principal Route: Roadway and footways.

• Formally arranged native canopy trees provide legibility and sense of place,
as well as softening built form.
• Incidental open spaces provide rhythm and focal points for movement and
meeting.
7. Streets: Roadway and footways.

• Formally arranged specimen street trees provide legibility, human scale
and softening of built form and vehicle parking.
8. Lanes: Shared surface vehicular / pedestrian / cycle routes.

• Small specimen street trees and shrubs provide intimate scale and
softening of built form and vehicle parking.
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Figure 16 LANDSCAPE CHARACTER AREAS

Plateau Slopes
Northern Slopes
Woodland Slopes
Plateau Edge - Coastal Frontage
Plateau Edge - Estate
Principal Route
Streets
Lanes
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11.5 Figure 18 shows the Illustrative Landscape Masterplan,
depicting how the distinctive characteristics of each of the
proposed landscape character zones could be realised, and
would deliver a strong Green Infrastructure setting to the
proposed development that is integrated with the existing
settlement of Stonehaven and the wider countryside. The
landscape proposals are based on the indicative tree and
shrub species for the different required treatments, based
primarily on the use of native, locally appropriate species.
Key elements of these proposals, to meet the objectives
above, are as follows:

1• The existing banks on the southern and western edges
of the Site will be retained as open grassland. Additional
structural variety will be introduced in the form of pockets
of scrub and sparse canopy trees. This will form an
attractive, distinctive and accessible public open space,
benefitting from expansive views over the coastline and
providing a distinctive expression of local topography
amid the townscape.
2• The field will be retained on the elevated north-eastern
part of the Site and, together with the northern slopes,
will be established as grassland fields. Clumps of native
canopy trees will be planted to accentuate variations in
landform and lessen the sense of linear patterns cutting
across the landform, introducing an informal character.
Proposed footpaths will enable extensive panoramic
views out and over the coastline, and enhance
pedestrian links with the wider network of paths and
routes. Planting will assist in assimilating the existing
influence of the railway line and adjoining infrastructure.
3• Further down the slopes in the northern area of the Site,
denser woodland planting will provide the immediate
setting for built form. Planting in this area will reinforce
the structural landscape gateway to the wider urban
area of Stonehaven from the A92 and A90 (AWPR).
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4• On the southern and western edges of the plateau
forming the south-western area of the Site, a positive
frontage of relatively low density local vernacular built
form, with sparse canopy trees would provide a locally
characteristic built edge, responding to the coastal
environment and the setting of Mains of Cowie farm.
SuDS features will provide variation in the landscape
setting, allowing for seasonally wet marginal planting.
5• Further to the east, the plateau edge will provide a more
discreet edge of built form in the form of a line of canopy
trees flanking the existing wall, providing a transition to
the wooded estate character of Cowie House, enabling
partial views out over the coastline whilst softening the
appearance of built form in views from the south, and
curtailing intervisibility between the development and
Cowie Village.
6• Routeways throughout the development would provide
a hierarchy of surfaces and landscape treatments,
notably using varying sizes, forms and species of trees
to provide legibility and an attractive setting to built form.
The principal route would enter the Site from the B979 to
the north-west, reinforcing the urban gateway function
of this locality, passing through the Site to the east and
then turning south, along the retained alignment of a
track extending south-west from Cowie House to join
the road at the southern edge of the Site through the
existing gully. Incidental open spaces along this route
would provide rhythm and focal points for movement
and meeting. The more localised streets and lanes
would provide a more intimate sense of scale.
11.6 In addition, it is anticipated that the existing vegetation
would be managed and enhanced to maximise its potential
for successful establishment and fulfilment of the landscape
strategy objectives, subject to detailed management
proposals.
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Figure 17 ILLUSTRATIVE LANDSCAPE MASTERPLAN
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Wider Path Network
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11.7 With respect to the anticipated landscape and visual
impacts, the 2019 MIR assessment simply states that
the Site is considered to be “visually very prominent”.
However, the Examination Reporter for the 2017 LDP
reviewed the representations for the Site and felt that
they “adequately illustrate that the development could be
successfully accommodated without necessarily giving rise
to unacceptable effects upon the landscape setting, visual
ameinty or character of the town”.
11.8 Near distance partial views of the Site are experienced
in the context of the settlement of Stonehaven, from transport
routes and residential properties in the immediate vicinity of
the Site.
11.9 Where long distance views of the Site are obtained,
such as from elevated locations across Stonehaven Bay
from the south, the Site is seen in the context of the
developed basin of Stonehaven and in close proximity to
other urban influences, including the A90, B979, railway
line, communications mast and golf club and existing
development and houses to the south.
11.10 As illustrated in the simple, block photomontage in
Figure 20, development within the Site would be contained
not only by existing transport corridors, but would be visually
contained by the rising ground beyond and set within existing
and proposed landscape features.

THE SITE

PHOTOMONTAGE LOCATION
MEMORIAL ON BLACK HILL
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Figure 19 EXISTING VIEW

Figure 20 PROPOSED VIEW
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12. Appearance Principles

12.1 Given that the Site’s
southern elevation will be the
most prominent of its edges, the
following section uses it as an
example of an iterative design
process that will ensure that
Mains of Cowie is developed
to the highest standard and
is informed by the character
of coastal settlements in
Aberdeenshire and nearby areas.

Figure 21 EXAMPLE ONE / FINDOCHTY, MORAY

Figure 22 EXAMPLE TWO / NEWTONHILL, ABERDEENSHIRE

Figure 23 EXAMPLE THREE / CRAIL, FIFE

Promenade Urban Villas and Viewpoint
Part of grouping
Building widths increasing towards town
Gables mark corners
Stone / render gable marks end of composition

Corner Villas and Coach Houses
Part of grouping
Gables Mark Corners
Simple detailing and reduction in scale
Coach Houses incorporate timber from farm

Viewpoint over town

Lane with smaller trees
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12.2 This short section indicatively shows how housetypes
can be arranged and their elevations adapted to suit its
character area. Housing typologies have also been identified
to help illustrate character and legibility.

Figure 24 SECTION LINE

Farm Workers Cottages
Part of grouping
Simple proportions
Simple detailing
Affordable housing

Farmhouse
Part of grouping
Attractive proportions
Stone / Timber / Slate
Outbuildings with gables

Primary Street

Viewing Terrace and Courtyard
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13. Drainage Strategy
13.1 The issues of drainage including the provision for storm
water in extreme weather events has been of fundamental
concern in the development of the masterplan. The drainage
strategy incorporated into the masterplan is a fundamental
and integral part of the design approach to the development.
13.2 Measures will be incorporated to reduce the rate of
surface water run-off, to at least 10% less than current
greenfield run-off rates, through the use of permeable
surfaces, specifically for roads and parking areas. Permeable
paving construction allows surface water run-off to infiltrate
through the surface layer to underlying treatment and
storage media.
13.3 The existing system of watercourses and ditches will
generally be retained on their current alignment wherever
possible with improvements to increase capacity and nature
conservation value. In addition to the existing system,
SuDS will be introduced, which incorporate the existing
watercourses and provide a network of new ditches, swales,
wetlands and ponds.
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13.4 A swale is a shallow vegetated channel designed to
convey and retain surface water run-off, and which can also
allow for infiltration, whilst the vegetation filters suspend
solids. Wetlands act in a very similar manner to attenuation
ponds, but tend to be more natural in appearance, and
can be long linear shapes to fit more seamlessly into the
masterplan, whilst still providing the necessary surface water
treatment, store and attenuation. In this instance, linear
wetlands and swales are used instead of an attenuation
pond.
13.5 Additional measures such as roof design and
construction to reduce run-off and recycling of rain water
will also be considered. The SuDS is designed to form a
highly positive element in the landscape of the development
creating focal points and positive elements in the public
realm, including measures to enhance the proposed new
footpaths along the southern and western Site boundaries.

3
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Figure 25 INDICATIVE DRAINAGE STRATEGY

Permeable Paving
Attenuation Storage
Swale / Bio Retention
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SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

14. Sustainability And Energy Efficiency
14.1 The proposals at Mains of Cowie offer many benefits
in enhancing the housing available in Stonehaven from an
energy efficiency perspective.
14.2 All Stewart Milne Homes are built using timber system
methods of construction to maximise the carbon benefits of
this construction type.
14.3 The development will meet the current buildings
regulations which require significant enhancements to
reductions in carbon emissions. The key factor is the way
in which these requirements are met. The development will
focus on the best practice approach of reducing the amount
of energy required in the first place, rather than seeking to
generate energy in a carbon efficient way on Site to supply
the houses.
14.4 By this we mean that we have developed building
forms which are efficient and therefore have efficient ratios
of external wall, roof, floor and window areas, as this is a key
aspect of heat loss.
14.5 The efficient and rational forms also allow a focus
on the performance of walls, floors, roof and windows to
optimise key factors including insulation values, air tightness
and thermal bridging. This also limits junctions and simplifies
detailing which contribute significantly to delivering optimum
performance.
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14.6 The layout also allows a balance of variety but
consistency of housetype which allows significant investment
in detailed assessment of the energy strategies for each
house and testing as each is built to allow a focus on
achieving zero defects. The rational street layout enables a
strategy to be developed to respond to building orientation
which is a key factor on such an exposed Site. This will allow
consideration of issues such as potential for passive solar
gain, prevailing winds and optimising benefit of natural light
through positioning and size of windows.
14.7 The design allows for construction to involve a
significant element of off-site manufacture which also helps
with quality and therefore performance.
14.8 An added benefit is a focus on good quality fabric
and details to reduce heat loss, complementary to enhanced
acoustic performance, a significant benefit in exposed sites.
14.9 Having created an efficient building fabric, the strategy
promotes use of efficient services. Efficient boilers, low energy
lighting, low energy appliances and the like.
14.10 Overall, the energy efficiency strategy seeks to
complement the wider masterplan strategies for sustainable
living such as reducing car use by creating good pedestrian
and cycle networks to link with existing amenities.

PHASING

15. Phasing
15.1 Figure 26 provides an indicative phasing plan for
development, based on the presumption of planning
permission approval in 2021.

1

3

5
4
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Phase

Use

Capacity

Year

1

Retail Superstore & PFS

c. 4000sqm

2021-22

2

Housing

c. 100 units

2021-22

3

Primary School (land)

c. 1800sqm

2022-24

4

Housing

c. 75 units

2022-24

5

Housing

c. 75 units

2024-26

Figure 26 INDICATIVE PHASING

16. Conclusion
16.1 This representation clearly demonstrates that the Site
can offer an appropriate, high quality mixed use development
which could be successfully accommodated without giving
rise to unacceptable effects upon the landscape setting,
visual amenity, or character of the town.

16.3 Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the
masterplan has been informed by a strong landscape
strategy and that a comprehensive and well-connected path
network can be achieved. The accessibility times from the
Site to local amenities and transport hubs are comparable
with the Mains of Ury development to the north of the Site,
while accessibility times to the town centre are approximately
halved.

16.2 The proposal will deliver much needed housing
(including affordable), a primary school, a supermarket and
community facilities, and is well placed approximately 200m
south of the new grade separated junction which connects
the Site with the A90 (AWPR). The Site’s proximity ensures
it is strategically placed to support sustainable economic
development which is expected following the completion of
the AWPR.

16.4 Accordingly, it is submitted that the Site will help to meet
the objectives of the Stonehaven settlement strategy and
should be allocated for residential development within the
proposed LDP.
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